S7x
Integrated LCD display
Integrated 7” LCD display features Vista Clear™
Television Technology for the most vibrant pictures
quality in the industry
Compatible with iPod®
Users have full video and audio support for iPod, as
well as playlist selection from the screen and
charging capability
Secondary Data Display
A secondary LCD data display works in conjunction
with crossbar quick keys for continuous operation in
the event of main LCD malfunction
Integrated Personal Fan
Personal fan keeps users cool during the most
strenuous workouts
Wireless Data Transmitter
Integrated wireless transmitter provides continuous
monitoring of product performance, drastically
reducing down time

FEATURES

TECH SPECS

Step range

12.2”

Overall dimensions

45”L X 31”W x 70.5”H

Contact & telemetric HR

Yes

Maximum user weight

400lbs

Ultra non-slip pedals

Yes

Weight

209lbs

Q-factor

3.3”

Shipping weight

237lbs

Handlebar design

Ergonomically designed handrails

Electrical requirements

Self-power, power optional

Thumb switch controls

Yes
WARRANTY
Frame

7 years

Technology

JID brushless generator

Drive motor

5 years

Power requirements

Self-powered/optional AC power jack

Parts & labor

3 years CAP

Minimum watts

18

DRIVE SYSTEM

CONSOLE
Display type

7” LCD

Display feedback

Time, distance (kilometers or miles), calories, calories
per hour, floors climbed, SPM, heart rate, METs, watts,
profile

User-defined multi-language display

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch,
Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese

Resistance levels

25

Workouts

Manual, rolling, intervals, fat burn, random, target HR,
constant watts, fit test

CSAFE, FitLinxx ready

Yes

On-the-fly program change

Yes

FitTouch™ Technology

No

Integrated Vista Clear™ digital ready television

Yes - 7” screen size

FITCONNEXION™ ready

No

Wireless data transmitter

Yes

iPod® compatible

Yes

Compatible with Nike + iPod for the Gym

Yes

Personal fan

Yes

“Made for iPod” means that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod and has
been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards.
Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards.
iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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